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The 
Line Up
or
Πάροδος1

1  Parodos, in the theatre of ancient Greece, is either 
a side-entrance, or the first song sung by the 
chorus after its entrance from the side wings. In 
Lithuanian Parodos means Exhibitions.
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You — 
crowding words
written worlds
reading matter
laughing stock
the crowd
inside you
(the crown, the crows, the claptrap, clap clap, 
     the clients, the clouds, the clowns, 

click clack) 
outside you
the crowd
inside us
inside them
outside us
outside them
the voices
the dust
the sounds — 
where are we 
where were we?
    Let’s wave. 
    Let’s particle. 
    The many of us
    the many inside us
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    outside us
    the many men
    who created us
    who were before us 
    who are before us
    who are us 
    who will be after us
    where are they? 
Where were we? 
    No inside or outside 
    no binary of inside or outside 
    no questions or answers
    no interior or exterior 
    no inclusion or exclusion
    no mattering or not-mattering 
    no duality
    of a wave or a particle 
    of human or nature 
    of human or alien
    of human or robotic. 
No more dichotomies 
of us or you
female or male
animal or human
primitive or modern
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the first world or the underworld
the first word and the second tongue
natural or unnatural
real or constructed
substance or form
matter or spirit
physical or mental
stuff or meaning
poetry or prose
innate or learned
made or given. 
    Where were we?
    Where are we?
        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        [continues…]
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We, the 
Chorus
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We,
the clouds
    with shopping bags 
    in shopping bags 
    as shopping bags.
All jawing lips 
    outside out
no pumping heart.
Dust
    guts
fibre optic nerves.
The pulse is 
    negative,
the reputation 
    is quantitative,
the notoriety
    is imaginary.
We, 
the 13 billion 
(dead and alive alike)      
and counting,
    as you read,
the English, 
today’s lingua franca,
is not our first language,
    not even our second tongue.
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We
the 13 billion
(dead and alive alike)
we are the Weather. 

Good morning, Saigon, 
    plus 26° C, partly cloudy.
Red sun in Hiroshima, 
    2°C, with periodic spells.
Aurora in Finland, 
    -3° C, cloudy.
The first light in Cairo, 
    18°C, windy: 21 km/h,
    clear, with periodic clouds.
Daybreak in Abuja, Nigeria, 
    34°C, sunny. 
English breakfast in Birmingham
    8°C, cloudy, with periodic spells. 
Buenos Dias in Mexico or LA, 
    13°C, mostly sunny.
Devil’s cockcrow in Tasmania, 
    16°C clear.
Dawn in Beijing, 
    -3°C, cloudy.
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    Our hands
    like assets 
    like debts
    move faster than the morning sun.
We,
the migrants
of non-existent countries
too hybrid,
too impure,
too forged,
no warranty or work permit,
credit card, health insurance,
sex and gender offenders,
uncertified to work with your children,
choking on life, 
accelerating the wrong pedals,
we have no choice but 
to live into accelerating
singularity.
    But that’s enough about us,
    let’s talk about you now.
        
        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        [continues…]
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You, the 
Protagonist
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Let’s not get distracted.
We meet again in a public square.

We, soon to be 13 billion 
(as for 2021),
also 13 billion old,
and you are 13 billion years late.

    No need for apologies. 

You are the protagonist, after all.
Look at you. 
You look young and smiling.

    And we are not angry at all.

Luckily, it’s a sunny day. 
Another warmest day ever
since the thermometer was invented 
and shoved up your arse
to monitor the Earth’s fever,
you bore!

    You is way too big for you!
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No, we’re not nervous at all.
We are as calm as the weather.

    See for yourself — 
    the sky is blue
    as spilled royal blood
    used to be.

Not like the blood colour 
of dictators, tyrants, mafioso, 
killed while caught running 
or leaving a restaurant.

    Some rhythm is catching up.
    This heavy black figure
    in a commuter tunnel
    shouting rigorously 
    yet religiously 

        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        [continues…]
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Continuing in a tunnel,
for a day 
or
a lunar month.
Roaming 
commuters 
roaring —
how much should we give?

    Three pennies 
    an opera
    a house on the galloping horse 
    or a turtle 
    with fake pearl scales
    on a scale
    from a genuine smile from Trump
     to an acted Charlie Chaplin’s grin in 

Dictator?

It isn’t fake anything
it’s real synthetic 
fur
on a skirt of a city
that never sleeps
but exhausts
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exhales 
standbys 
rehearses
then sneezes 
dust
salivates
advertisements
for fast consumer credits
and hazy riverside mortgages.

    It isn’t fake anything
    it is real synthetic 
    fur, on a map of
    a city that never sleeps 
    but salivates 
    unconsciousness
    in many shapes 
    and flavours. 

    A city that drools
    parking tickets
    empty cans and bottles —
    the currency of the jobless
    the product of the drinking class.
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        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        [continues…]

How long will it go on like this?
Someone, give that person a darling, please
give that person a bunny
honey
duck
five Peking spices
sugar
pet
rare cables
gem stones
anyone
anything
you keep in your pockets
someone
throw that person a bone! 

    A bone?

Yes,
for they are rigid yet porous, right?
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Porous, full of pores, vessels or holes
able to absorb and transcend
the quality a darling shines with. 

    Your darling is a portal
    your lover is the ultimate portal
     even your love for yoghurt is a 

portal
    your skin is a portal
    cash is a portal
    your memory is a portal.

The grin of the Cheshire Cat is a portal
your eyes are a portal
your website is a portal
dust is a portal
your dustbin is a portal
your recycling is a portal
your characters 
(with or without spaces)
are portals.

    However, the question is — 
    a portal to where
    a portal to what?
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To the gods of mechanics
to mechanical gods? 
Moral gods, quantum gods
gods, printed on money
spread equally with Hepatitis C
salmonella and cocaine
some other green plankton?

        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling…
        [continues…]

Gods of inclusion and exclusion
Antigods of antimatter
show us
character
show us
a character
a sign
maybe a changing sign
a gif
like those signs in neon
although a sign may not be enough
look at all the ads around
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all the flyers being posted 
on the streets 
and in post-boxes
show us a sentence
show us sentience
to slugs and newts
the children of Newton’s apples
(apples don’t fall too far from the tree
as Lithuanians say)
to slugs and newts
palming, touch-screening the porous substances 
of our morals
under the fake palms.

    It isn’t fake anything
    it’s real synthetic
    palms.

We hope there are no misunderstandings here
or between us.
You are the protagonist —
thus it’s you
that heavy dark figure
or an Asian child
assembling toys for their richer coevals,
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an Afghan girl
who had her face burned by sulphuric acid
after acid attack;
a migrant
who left his family behind in bombed-out Aleppo
now standing in some shopping mall
staring at a skateboarding championship;
an illiterate Romany woman 
fortune-telling 
behind the genocide monument 
which does not mention her nation.

     We hope there are no 
misunderstandings here

    or between us.
    You are the protagonist —
    thus it’s you in a tunnel,
    another portal,
    who sings that song

        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        [continues…]
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The Setup
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If someone is not completely satisfied
if someone finds themselves trapped, 
one may accuse the 24/7 reality 
for being intrinsically formalistic.

    For example,
    the reality favours 
    no commas ants 
    red ants and wet armpits
    suburbs full metros 
    abandoned mines
    filled up dumps
    ice in plastic bags 
    coloured straws 
    wideness of open surfaces
    stirred and sometimes shaken
    struck with a lightening
    a couple of tornados on a side
    advertisements and 
    deserts with SUVs and AK-47s
    drones and desserts 
    spam religious masses
    flat surfaces of oceans
    or emerald green
    of endless meadows.
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What’s the occasion?
Look at all the vastness of alcohol 
spanning approximately 288 billion miles 
wrapped around a stellar nursery
near the centre of the Milky Way.
Both Apollinaire and Bacchus 
would be happy to hear about it,
and to shake it
into the first’s lines for Alcools
or trance dances of cosmic bacchanalia of the 
latter
waving waistlines 
from prehistorical times 
to post-historical spaces.

    Too vast 
    too many galaxies 
    cold and dusty —
    cooling down ashes of the Big Bang,
    although big sounds rather normal 
    just above average just OK, 
    maybe even too small to be really   
    Big
    to Bang!
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Someone may even blame reality for being too 
abstract.
How poetic is the writing of DNA?

Printed in endless editions,
the DNA reality is not realistic enough, critics say.
It’s too decorative. 
Too much of boredom or green. 
Or yellow,
depending on the latitude
and season.

     And how to read those clouds and 
leaves?

     What is with those colours at dawn 
and sunset?

     Why is the night that dark, even for 
bats, 

    even for drones and moles?
    If they don’t really like sculptures, 
    why are mountains not into acting, 
           then?
    Oh, they are, I forgot volcanoes 
    and other drama queens, 
          sorry then.
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And it’s so impractical!
Why does rain rain cats and dogs 
but no umbrellas?
Rabbits and tables have legs 
but no wheels or wings.
Things get sour. 
The beauty is toxic
or expensive. 
Oceans are too salty, 
also for a soup.
And even the plastic flowers 
get dusty.

     And what about that childish habit 
to hide, 

       to conceal?
    All the unwritten laws, 
    billions of ghostly neutrinos,
       buried fossils, 
downed bison, 
flying bosons, 
    black energy, 
pathogenic super-bacteria,
and all that chthonic wealth 
fossilised in offshores?
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        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        [continues…]
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34

The 
Reality 
Leaks
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The Reality leaks 
through its bores 
as its pores
through the direction of leaves
in books and on trees
the reality leaks.
The leakage increases
in wrinkles and creases…

    Stop, 
    stop the rhyme 
    stop the rhythm 
    it does not sound real
    it even stopped leaking
    full stop
    stop fulling around
    full as in full moon
    both as in filled up
    and also full. 
    Foolishly full. 

That’s why it leaks?
Or that’s why it stopped?
How big is the bag?
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    The bag? 

You know, the container, 
bladder, membranous sac?

    The sac is too full?

Isn’t it expanding, 
isn’t the universe always 
    expanding?

    The universe is expanding!

Our genome map is expanding!
Our bellies are expanding!
Knowledge is expanding.
The list of things we’ve forgotten is expanding.
Vocabulary is expanding.
Grammar is expanding.

The number of poor people is expanding.
The list of extinct species is expanding.
The list of the species we may clone is expanding.
The circle of people I care about is expanding.
The circle of people I can’t help is expanding.
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The spandex and latex are expanding.
This text is expanding. 

    Antonyms of ecology are expanding.
    Empathy is expanding.
    Dough is expanding.

Google is expanding too! The more we click on search 
results, the smarter Google gets; the smarter it 
gets, the better its results are, and the more we 
use Google.

    The term expanding is expanding.
    History is expanding. 
    Morals are expanding.

Can you feel it with your expanded feelings?

     And now the news is that the 
universe is expanding faster than 
before. 

Faster than the speed of light?
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     Yes. However, for the simplest 
interpretation of your question, the 
answer is that the universe does 
expand faster than the speed of 
light, and, perhaps more surprisingly, 
some of the galaxies we can see 
right now are currently moving away 
from us faster than the speed of 
light! 

It’s true, I googled it. 

    So what’s the moral of all this?

The moral is “the moral is expanding”!

Was this written by a bot?
By a machine, an app, 

while a writer took a nap?
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Time Flies 
Like an 
Arrow,
Fruit 
Flies Like 
Bananas
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Time flies like an arrow,
fruit flies like bananas,
although seconds ago, 
time flowed
like a river,
from a spring in mountains, 
melting with snow,
no no, 
time salivated from a raindrop,
no, wait, no, 
from a molecule of vapour
or even smaller, 
some subparticle, 
drooled as a wave 
and a feeling 
and a smell
of flying arrows 
shot by fleeing 
Amazons.

Only seconds ago 
time streamed 
from the fountainhead 
of a surprised “Oh,”
from the mouth of bald Aeschylus,
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after he went hiding outdoors
to avoid the prophecy 
that he would be killed by a falling object
and in fact he was killed outside the city
by a tortoise dropped by an eagle 
which had mistaken Aeschylus’ bald head for a rock 
suitable for shattering the shell of the reptile,
as we all learnt at school,
Aeschylus did not write Oedipus Rex — 
the one who unknowingly
although, again, while trying to avoid the prophecy,
killed his father Laius 
and married his mother Jocasta
— it was Sophocles, his rival, 
who wrote it, 
“Oedipus Rex”.

Time flies like an arrow,
fruit flies like bananas,
although seconds ago,
time broke as news
from the last breath
of an unsuspected civilian group
hit by a missile during the first or the second Gulf 
Wars
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or, later, by a predator drone,
by a terrorist attack,
or
— the history and ethics is all the same for 
molecules, 
atoms don’t have passports, remember? —
from steaming Japanese snow monkeys in hot 
springs,
in pools and rivers of parallel worlds,
in cascades of phantasies.

Historical truth is all the same
for passing through ghostly neutrinos 
passing through an elephant-headed Ganesha, 
the lord of beginnings and
the lord of removing obstacles,
breathing deeply while riding a mouse 
in a competition to circle the world.
Through Gertrude Stein writing haikus
together with chatbots. 
Through Socrates spitting poison,
this time he knew 
that he knew. 
Through Lesbos writing wine.
Through Kafka going berserk
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in Reykjavík’s public pools,
after his break up with Felice,
writing out a way to America.

Time flies like an arrow,
fruit flies like bananas,
although seconds ago, 
time flew from activists’ and anarchists’ tears 
after exhaling tear gas
in Athens 
or from that rainbow made by riot police
dispersing the LGBT parade in Istanbul, 
or from the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 
attacked by the Dakota Access Pipeline Company 
with dogs and mace and water 
in freezing temperatures.

But that was ages or hours ago.
In this dispersed now 
time flows asynchronically
in wells and cascades
and plastic bottles 
on shelves
in fridges
malls
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where Allen Ginsberg and García Lorca
are eyeing boys with Walt Whitman
in neon fruit shops. 

    Time flies like an arrow,
    fruit flies like bananas,
    although ages ago, 
    time flowed
    like a river,
    through valleys 
    full with cows and crows 
    around church towers,
    with steam trains in the horizon
    dissolving into different directions
     not knowing about Mr and Mrs 

Einstein
    who, walking around, 
    were counting the time on more   
    fingers
    than a centipede has,
    fingering it 
    (the time)
    with all the gravitation 
    rendered 
    by their imagination. 
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Time flies like an arrow,
fruit flies like bananas,
although seconds ago, 
time flowed
like a river,
on a river,
by a river,
through bridges and cities
boats and naked children
frozen in a jump
like in Yves Klein’s jump into the void;
or like in Jan Bas Ader’s video
of him jumping into a canal 
or falling from a tree;
or in paintings
of Dutch landscapes
with the first ice and skaters
doing figures
of climate change.

Time flies like an arrow,
fruit flies like bananas,
although seconds ago, 
time flowed
like a river,
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through office water tanks
to mouths
in sweat shops 
late menstruations
slowing down 
and speeding up
pills
as abject
as fetish
as object-time 
for example
as apple-second
or happy beer-hour
or moth-month
the year of the tamed Siberian tiger
or just as dust in peanut seconds.
Time flies like an arrow,
fruit flies like bananas,
although ages ago, 
time flew
like a river of DNR,
now it copies and pastes itself
self-replicates
seeds
grows
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standing still
is also a verb 
like a fridge
like a washing up liquid
a bubble 
between lips
when you speak
when you shout
time flies like
murmur
stealth murmur
cutting the sky
according to a cuckoo clock
ticking

        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        Oh my darling
        [continues…]
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50

All the 
Clocks 
in the 
World’s 
Lobby
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Imagine a hotel lobby 
with all the clocks
of this and other worlds 
and stellar nurseries.

    The largest hotel lobby in the world
    with all the stars 
    you can see on a clear night.
Night clock alarm 
    worn by cicadas,
sun dials
    collecting all the shadows,
water clock in a sink, 
    dropping seconds, 
sand clock in your swimming shorts — 
what an interesting time cocktail these would all 
make?

Time flies like
dead and stinking cuckoo. 
What they say about the democracy and 
Switzerland — 
a cuckoo clock being the only thing the Swiss 
invented—
having all the democracy?
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But the truth is 
— between many other things —
theirs and other banks; 
excelled in hiding 
the stolen time of the world
the stolen youth and health of seniors, 
all these hours of work 
at supermarket cash registers,
coffee places, factories. 

The hidden capital,
ripping you of your free education, 
social security, some would add happiness,
making you aggressive and angry,
even with your brothers and sisters,
marginalised, forgotten, unrepresented.

    So what’s the time now?

At the third stroke 
(you may be already dead)
the time from BT 
will be (hour) (minute) and (second) seconds.
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     And all the other clocks in the lobby 
under a sky!

Watch
the atom watch
the nuclear fusion watch
a half age Fukushima or Chernobyl tragedy watch
a half-life watch
the quartz
the egg timer
the laundromats in suburbs and banks
blinking to sandwich makers’ microwaves
in the thousands of kitchens
beeping
thus the time has come
it must be ripe and matured.
Next guest, next client,
please!

Oh, 
my 

darling,
Oh, 
my 

darling,
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Oh 
my

darling
[continues…]
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Chewing 
Space-          
   Time 
and 
Other         
  Polymers 
(With You)
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The time is elastic as never before.
Scientists teleported a subatomic particle, 
        for three metres.
Which means people may be teleported too, 
        you say.
In other news — the nearest planet possibly 
suitable for life is
     as close as thirteen light-years 

away.

Others support the idea of sending a 3D printer-
rocket,
so we may print out ourselves 
and our oscillating toothbrushes there or on Mars.

Meanwhile a golden fish has got a new tank 
it can drive outside its room on its own,
although scientists are not sure if the fish knows 
it’s driving.

In a similar manner, other breaking news arrives:
a feeling of time might be enhanced so that five 
minutes
would feel like a thousand years has passed,
which might provide enough centuries
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to write and memorise a work as vast
as the whole of ancient Greek literature
at least as we know it now. Still,
who would be that Odysseus
to leave reality, their Ithaki,
for so long, for almost nothing?

Whole countries, at least some of them,
are moving to the 19th century of romantic 
modernism at the speed of dark, 
teleporting autocrats on botulin in the newest 
Mercedes hybrids;
maybe there they can win their autocratic and 
nationalist wars, no?

Well, that’s their idea, if we can call it an idea, not 
yours.
From the place we move now, 
Acropolis is seen right there on a hill
and I am not talking about a supermall in Vilnius.

You may also see a few small Byzantine churches 
dispersed around,
built hundreds and thousands of years after Homer,
pigeon-sized with dark energy manifesting in their 
dark interiors.
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Still, it’s difficult to believe the constructions were 
led by an architect.
As if it wasn’t enough just to raise your head 
to the Acropolis to learn a lesson.

Amnesia and deskilling, 
amnesia and deskilling,
it illustrates,
is never in disagreement with the zeitgeist,
any of them.

These builders were different people, you say.
And you might be right, we are also changed.
Your hips are tinier than those of the caryatids and 
moving,
your smile is as wide as never before but seems 
wiser.
And your lips are fuller. How do I know? I don’t.
You too don’t trust me as you did in the 19th 
century, remember?

And I like it a lot. I don’t need to steal you from your 
family,
hide you or myself in a closet, run from 
provincialism,
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bring you over all the bridges, organise uprisings in 
ghettos,
save Greece or Byron or any other lord,
save us from your followers, Lord, while
listening to the musicians of the RMS Titanic.

Oh, that already took place in the 20th century, you 
say.
And you are right, again and again, by reminding us
that the present and the future tense are one and 
the same in Kyrgyz vocabulary.
However, let’s return to the point at this point in 
time — now
I, you, and everyone else are acting
as if we don’t have memories
of what is about to happen.
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‘Hello, 
banana’
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That’s how you start my day.
And you are right to call me ‘banana’ —
a human genome is 50 percent the same as a 
banana’s.

Thus a banana is one half-human,
and it takes two bananas to make a human then,
        mathematically.

Let’s continue the maths.

If to those two bananas we
add the torso of Aphrodite,
from a painting by Giorgio de Chirico
The Uncertainty of the Poet,
androgynous like today’s models;
subtract a leaving train,
straight out of a cigarette,
still from the same painting;
add dark de Łempicka arches
and no supporting columns
(enough architectural slavery for the caryatids);
add a smile which means a smile,
we would get you. Because
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you are more human than I am,
although what does it mean, anyway?

The train has left, bananas eaten,
and even the caryatids at the Acropolis
are replaced by replicas.

It’s relatively easy to copy space — 
the only thing impossible to duplicate is time.

And our sand
(once petted by Borges at the pyramids —
“I needed my entire life to be able to say words
‘I am modifying Sahara”’ —
by letting it go through his palms),
is melted into our glasses
and bottles, windows and screens,
touchable, tangible, virtual, but real.

And what about us?
Aren’t we becoming the sand ourselves?
Aren’t we the time we are petting?
The Sahara, the touchable, the virtual and the real.
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Oh, 
my 

darling!
[continues…]
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67

Smiling 
Back
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We loved the protagonist, 
because, obviously, 
there was some game going on.

It was in her eyes, 
the way she moved or talked.
Or so we thought. 

So you see there was a question, 
    some irony, 
something in brackets, there, 
     maybe only some commas as 

eyelashes,
Some genuine, 
    let’s use the oxymoron, 
some genuine po-mo quotes in one’s genes,
    used in practice, 
in how things were falling around one.
And we loved it, you see.
Was she naïve in some apt way or
was she only playing a game?
And what was the world thinking about her smiling 
eyes?
Was it smiling back?
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    Like overripe black-eyed bananas 
    on sale at an almost empty café 
    after the midnight
    smirking at drunken customers?

And, yes, 
the world was smiling back,
although with a certain grin,
of a watermelon slice,
turning around
like the happiest disco ball
in this part of the galaxy.
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What a 
Misunder-
standing!
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And then there is this part about breaking up, 
coming apart, losing connection, 
signing off, 
the death. 

The news of it, the smell, cold silence.
Accidents, disappearance acts, partisan wars, 
personnel mines and cassette bombs, 
meaningless terrorist attacks,
nonsignificant fights back,
so called accidents,
like a turtle falling on someone’s head.

    What a misunderstanding!

Exiting unions. Breaking relationships. 
Sinking atomic submarines. 
Switching off nuclear power stations. 
Becoming abstinent.
Staying islands. 
Poets respect that.

    What a misunderstanding!
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And then there is death. 
Accidents, disappearance acts, partisan wars,
personnel mines and cassette bombs, 
The Hague’s Court, 
the Kafkaesque castle,
Countryside Doctor,
Tropics of Cancer, 
amnesia, again. 

Your new dog already has grey hair.
People don’t pay attention to what you talk about 
at the table.
The books you remember reading are not 
on other people’s shelves any more.

You don’t enjoy watching your favourite sport.
Your chewing gum is out of fashion.
Your political views are out of touch 
with political and economic reality, 
        you hear.
Your friends look boring and hopeless.
You are not sure the reality you live in 
makes any sense to you anymore.
 
    What a misunderstanding!
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But then, again, did you fight for it to be different?
Have you said yes or no at the altar?
Who did you vote for, during all those years?
You were serving society
as you were expected or 
were you serving yourself?

Have you planned your last lines, 
your last letter, doors, portal, 
pill, pot of borscht, word, 
question, murmur, 
your last murmur on a marble tomb,
on a stone from murky Murmansk,
something like
Rose, oh pure contradiction, joy of 
being No-one’s sleep under so many
lids, or just a simple
Le Fin? 2

2  As found on the palms of Argentinian artist Alberto Greco, 
who committed suicide in 1965.
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76

The 
Emergency 
Exit
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We, the weather, 
the droplets, oceans, tornadoes,
learning to control ourselves —
anyway, this is what democracy means,
        right?

    But are we able to succeed in it
    do we really need to do it?

Can we do it completely
with all the differences between GDPs and DNA,
with all the differences 
between being emigrants and immigrants 
in endless steppes and suburbs,
with all that intergalactic radiation,
subatomic pulls? 
    
    Do we desire it, 
    to control ourselves, 
    completely?

The wind 
the animals
inside us
outside us 
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the killed ones 
exterminated 
pasteurised
sub-products of our ignorance 
subgenres of our sub-consciousness
wasted time
billions of us
of you
on constant run
illegal, immigrant, alien 
most probably meaning poor 
no diplomas
wrong languages
no one knows
how to correctly pronounce the names
in fake IDs
certificates of your gods and pets
even you
billions of you
billions of us
all the forgotten names 
in a nonlinear
burnt, buried, censored
retouched history
that will never be written
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but might be accidentally reduced into
abstractions and pauses 
radiating rants 
into refrains 
into the silence.

        Oh, my darling
        Oh, my darling
        Oh, my darling
        [continues…]
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Autocorrection, street performers, earworms and 
migration are to be blamed for the inception of this 
textile.

The person who invented autocorrection should go 
to hello. This is how I moved to Münster instead of 
Munich. You almost know the whole story now. 

But I will tell you more. Münster is famous for, 
among other things, Skulptur Projekte (est. 1977). 
I was told by one of the curators of Skulptur 
Projekte that there are three Münsters in Germany. 
Once they were expecting an artist to arrive and 
this Münster was only the third one that the guest 
visited. 

I’d love to introduce you to Rajah Rajasingham who 
is a street musician. Rajah has sung the single line 
“Oh my darling” for hours and years in the same 
streets of the same Münster. Originally from Sri 
Lanka he repeats the same line as if it was a 
mantra or a techno track. 

I will not surprise you by confessing that as a writer 
I’m always looking for characters and themes. 
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Naturally, Rajah Rajasingham is one such discovery. 
However, realising how concise his choice of lyrics is, 
I was looking for someone of wordier multitudes.

I also mentioned migrants. As a migrant myself 
I was looking for writers to meet as soon as I 
arrived. At Bremer Platz, near to the central train 
station, I noticed quite a crowd of Russian speakers 
who were enjoying a rare spell of sun and drinking 
Gorbachev vodka. With due respect to Russian 
literary and political traditions I asked if they knew 
of any Russian writers living in exile in Münster. My 
new acquaintances were not aware of anyone. We 
started to chat in Russian and evidently most of 
my new friends were Volga Germans who moved to 
Germany from the USSR in the late 80s or early 
90s, some even later. Almost daily they meet in 
that small park to chat and drink vodka as if it 
were some late Soviet reservoir enriched with the 
excesses of a new capitalist life that include almost 
unlimited amounts of alcohol and drugs. While I’m 
writing, Bremer Platz is closed and being renovated 
with the intention of making the Platz more 
representational and safer.
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There were many more meetings, of course, 
with the old and new waves of migrants from 
Afghanistan, Ireland, Latvia, Syria, South Africa, 
and other numerous places. The city where the 
Peace of Westphalia was signed in 1648 — which is 
the principle in international law that each nation 
state has exclusive sovereignty over its territory 
— became just another city of the new post-
Westphalian world order.

Watching today’s scandal-seeking mass media and 
scrolling through rather hysterical social networks, 
one may easily be reminded of the Greek Chorus in 
classical Greek theatre. The function of the Chorus 
is to explain the context and represent society. 
Thus it is hybrid, programmed by its antagonistic 
opinions, as any given society is, but also, as any 
other multitude, it affects the main character 
and causes irreversible group dynamics. In today’s 
society the Chorus represents and refers to the 
whole mixed landscape of a/anti/post/sub/super-
humans — AI, eco sentient, clones, consumers, 
migrants, narcissistic capitalists, Nazis, populist 
politicians, precariat, tax payers, etc. Think of all 
the people you have ever met, passed by on the 
street and online.
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Where were we? We have the protagonist, we have 
the Chorus, we have the autocorrection function 
and virtual assistants to help us write and read 
this text further. 

Meanwhile, the protagonist already has two rattles 
in his hands and is endlessly repeating a single line:

Oh my darling
Oh my darling
Oh my darling
[continues…]
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